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you cannot say either truly or falsely that there is anything else.
The word 'there is' is a word having 'systematicambiguity', i.e.,
having a strictly infinite number of different meaningswhich it is
important to distinguish.
Discussion
Qucstion:Could you lump all thoseclasses,and classesof classes,
and so on, together?
Mr. Russell:All are fictions, but they are different fictions in
each case.When you say 'There are classesof particulars',the
statement 'there are' wants expanding and explaining away, and
when you have put down what you really do mean, or ought to
mean,you will find that it is something quite different from what
you thought. That processof expanding and writing down fully
what you mean, will be different if you go on to 'there are classes
of classesof particulars'. There are infinite numbers of meanings
to 'there are'. The first only is fundamental,so far asthe hierarchy
of classesis concerned.
Question:I was wondering whether it was rather analogousto
spaces,where the first three dimensionsare actual, and the higher
ones are merely symbolic. I see there is a difference, there are
higher dimensions,but you can lump thosetogether.
Mr. Russell:There is only one fundamental one, which is the
first one, the one about particulars, but when you have gone to
classes,you have travelled alreadyjust as much away from what
there is as if you have gone to classesof classes.There are no
classesreally in the physical world. The particulars are there, but
not classes.If you say 'There is a universe'that meaningof 'there
is' will be quite different from the meaning in which you say
rThere is a particular', which meansthat 'the propositional function "r is a particular" is sometimestrue'.
All those it"t.-ent" are about symbols. They are never about
the things themselves,and they have to do with 'typ.r.' This is
really important and I ought not to have forgotten to say it, that
the relation of the symbol to what it meansis different in different
types. I am not now talking about this hierarchy of classesand so
on, but the relation of a predicate to what it means is different
from the relation of a name to what it means. There is not one
single concept of 'meaning' as one ordinarily thinks there is, so
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that you can sey in a uniform sense'All symbols have meaning',
but there are infinite numbers of different ways of meaning, i.e.,
different sorts of relation of the symbol to the symbolized,which
are absolutelydistinct. The relation, e.g., of a proposition to a fact,
is quite different from the relation of a name to a particular, as
you can see from the fact that there are two propositions always
related to one given fact, and that is not so with names. That
showsyou that the relation that the proposition has to the fact is
quite different from the relation of a name to a particular. You
must not supposethat there is, over and abovethat, another way
in which you could get at facts by naming them. You can always
only get at the thing you are aiming at by the proper sort of symbol,
which approachesit in the appropriateway. That is the real philosophical truth that is at the bottom of all this theory of types.
V III.

EXCURSUS

IN TO
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I comenow to the lastlectureof this course,and I proposebriefly
to point to a few of the morals that are to be gathered from what
has gone before, in the way of suggestingthe bearing of the doctrines that I have been advocating upon various problems of
metaphysics.I havedealthitherto upon what onemay call philosophical grammar, and I am afraid I have had to take you through a
good many very dry and dusty regions in the course of that investigation,but I think the importanceof philosophicalgrammar
is very much greaterthan it is generallythought to be. I think that
practically all traditional metaphysicsis filled with mistakes due
to bad grammar, and that almost all the traditional problems of
metaphysicsand traditional results-supposed results---of metaphysics are due to a failure to make the kind of distinctions in
what we may call philosophical grammar with which we have
been concernedin these previous lectures.
Take, as a very simple example, the philosophy of arithmctic.
If you think that r, 2, 3, and 4, and the rest of the numbers,are
in any senseentities, if you think that there are objects,having
those names,in the realm of being, you have at once a very considerable apparatus for your metaphysicsto deal with, and you
have offered to you a certain kind of analysisof arithmetical propositions. When you say, e.g., that z and z are 4, you supposein
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that casethat you are making a proposition of which the number z
and the number 4 are constituents,and that has all sorts of consequences,all sorts ofbearings upon your generalmetaphysicaloutlook. If there has been any truth in the doctrines that we have
been considering, all numbers are what I call logical fictions.
Numbers are claqsesof classes,and classesare logical fictions, so
that numbers are, as it were, fictions at two removes,fictions of
fictions. Therefore you do not have, as part of the ultimate constituents of your world, these queer entities that you are inclined
to call numbers. The sameappliesin many other directions.
One purposethat has run through all that I have said, has been
the justification of analysis,i.e., the justification of logical atomism,
of the view that you can get down in theory, if not in practice, to
ultimate simples, out of which the world is built, and that those
simples have a kind of reality not belonging to anything else.
Simples, as I tried to explain, are of an infinite number of sorts.
There are particularsand qualities and relations of various orders,
a whole hierarchy of different sprts of simples, but all of them, if
we were right, have in their various ways somekind of reality that
does not belong to anything else. The only other sort of object
you come across in the world is what we call facts, and facts are
the sort of things that are assertedor denied by propositions,and
are not properly entities at all in the same sensein which their
constituentsare. That is shown in the fact that you cannot name
them. You can only deny, or assert,or consider them, but you
cannot name them becausethey are not there to be named, although in another senseit is true that you cannot know the world
unless you know the facts that make up the truths of the world;
but the knowing of facts is a different sort of thing from the knowing of simples.
Another purposewhich runs through all that I havebeensaying
is the purposeembodiedin the maxim calledOccam'sRazor.fhai
maxim comesin, in piactice, in this way: take some science,say
physics.You havethere a given body of doctrine, a set of propositions expressedin symbols-I am including words amongsymbols
-and you think that you have reasonto believethat on the whole
those propositions,rightly interpreted, are fairly true, but you do
not know what is the actual meaning of the symbols that you are
using. The meaning they have in rarawould have to be explained
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in some pragmatic way: they have a certain kind of practical or
emotional significanceto you which is a datum, but the logical
significanceis not a datum, but a thing to be sought, and you go
through, ifyou are analysinga sciencelike physics,thesepropositions with a view to finding out what is the smallest empirical
apparatus-or the smallest apparatus, not necessarily wholly
empirical-out of which you can build up these propositions.
What is the smallest number of simple undefined things at the
start, and the smallestnumber of undemonstratedpremises,out
of which you can define the things that need to be defined and
prove the things that need to be proved? That problem, in any
caset}rat you like to take, is by no meansa simple one, but on the
contrary an extremely difficult one. It is one which requires a very
great amount of logical technique; and the sort of thing that I have
been talking about in these lectures is the preliminaries and first
steps in that logical technique. You cannot possibly get at the
solution of such a problem as I am talking about ifyou go at it in
a straightforward fashion with just the ordinary acumen that one
accumulatesin the course of reading or in the study of traditional
philosophy. You do need this apparatusof symbolical logic that
I have been talking about. (The description of the subject as symbolical logic is an inadequateone. I should like to describeit simply
as logic, on the ground that nothing else really is logic, but that
would sound so arrogant that I hesitateto do so.)
Let us consider further the example of physics for a moment.
You find, if you read the works of physicists, that they reduce
matter down to certain elements-atoms, ions, corpuscles,or what
not. But in any casethe sort of thing that you are aiming at in the
physicalanalysisof matter is to get down to very little bits of matter
that still are just like matter in the fact that they persist through
time, and that they travel about in space.They have in fact all the
ordinary everyday properties of physical matter, not the matter
that one has in ordinary life-they do not taste or smell or appear
to the naked eye-but they havethe propertiesthat you very soon
get to when you travel toward physics from ordinary life. Things
of that sort, I say,are not the ultimate consituentsof matter in any
metaphysicalsense.Those things are all of them, as I think a very
little reflection shows, logical fictions in the sense that I was
speakingof. At least, when I say they are, I speaksomewhattoo
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dogmatically. It is possiblethat there may be all these things that
the physicist talks about in actual reality, but it is impossiblethat
we should everhaveany reasonwhatsoeverfor supposingthat there
are. That is the situation that you arrive at generallyin such analyses. You find that a certain thirrg which has been set up as a
metaphysicalentity can either be assumeddogmaticallyto be real,
and then you will have no possibleargument either for its reality
or againstits reality; or, insteadof doing that, you can construct a
logical fiction having the sameformal properties,or rather having
formally analogousformal propefties to those of the supposed
metaphysicalentity and itself composedof empirically given things,
and that logical fiction can be substituted for your supposed
metaphysicalentity and will fulfil all the,scientificpurposesthat
anybody can desire. With atoms and the rest it is so, with all the
metaphysicalentities whether of science or of metaphysics. By
metaphysicalentitiesI meanthosethings which are supposedto be
part of the ultimate constituentsof the world, but not to be the
kind of thing that is ever empirically given-I do not say merely
not being itself empirically given, but not being the kind of.thing
that is empirically given. In the caseof matter, you can start from
what is empirically given, what one seesand hearsand smells and
so forth, all the ordinary data of sense,or you can start with some
definite ordinary object, say this desk,and you can askyourselves,
'What do I mean by sayingthat this deskthat I am looking at now
is the sameasthe one I waslooking at a weekago?' The first simple
ordinary answer would be that it esthe same desk, it is actudly
identical, there is a perfect identity of substance,or whateveryou
like to call it. But when that apparentlysimple answeris suggested,
it is important to observethat you cannot have an empirical reason
for such a view as that, and if you hold it, you hold it simply becauseyou like it and for no other reasonwhatever. All that you
really know is such faqts as that what you seenow, when you look
at the desk, bears a very closesimilarity to what you saw a week
ago when you looked at it. Rather more than that one fact of
similarity I admit you know, or you may know. You might have
paid some one to watch the desk continuously throughout the
week, and might then have discovered that it was presenting
appearancesof the same sort all through that period, assuming
that the light was kept on all through the night. In that way you
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could have establishedcontinuity. You have not in fact done so.
You do not in fact know that that deskhasgoneon looking the same
all the time, but we will assumethat. Now the essentialpoint is
this: What is the empirical reasonthat makesyou call a number of
appearances,appearancesof the samedesk?What makesyou say
on successiveoccasions,I am seeingthe samedesk?The first thing
to notice is this, that it doesnot matter what is the answer,so long
asyou haverealizedthat the answerconsistsin somethingempirical and not in a recognized metaphysical identity of substance.
There is something given in experiencewhich makes you call it
the samedesk, and having once graspedthat fact, you can go on
and say, it is that something (whatever it is) that makesyou call
it the samedesk which shall be definedas constitutingit the same
desk, and there shall be no assumptionof a metaphysicalsubstance
which is identicalthroughout. It is a little easierto the untrained
mind to conceiveof an identity than it is to conceiveof a systemof
correlated particulars, hung one to another by relations of similarity and continuous change and so on. That idea is apparently
more complicated,but that is what is empirically given in the real
world, and substance,in the senseof somethingwhich is continuously identical in the samedesk, is not given to you. Therefore in
all caseswhere you seem to have a continuous entity persisting
through changes,what you haveto do is to askyourself what makes
you considerthe successiveappearancesas belongingto one thing.
When you have found out what makesyou take the view that they
belong to the samething, you will then see that that which has
made you say so, is all that is cutainly there in the way of unity.
Anything that there may be over and abovethat, I shall recognize
as something I cannot know. What I can know is that there are a
certain series of appearanceslinked together, and the series of
those appearancesI shall define as being a desk. In that way the
deskis riduced to beinga logicalfiction, becausea seriesis a logical
fiction. In that way all the ordinary objectsof daily life are extruded
from the world of what there is, and in their place as what there
is you find a number of passingparticularsof the kind that one is
immediately consciousof in sense.I want to make clear that I am
not dmying the existenceof anythinBi I am only refusing to affirm
it. I refuse to affirm the existenceof anlthing for which there is
no evidence,but I equally refuseto deny the existenceof anything
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against which there is no evidence. Therefore I neither affirm nor
deny it, but merely say, that is not in the realm of the knowable
and is certainly not a part of physics; and physics, if it is to be
interpreted, must be interpreted in terms of the sort of thing that
can be empirical. If your atom is going to servepurposesin physics,
as it undoubtedly does, your atom has got to turn out to be a
construction, and your atom will in fact turn out to be a seriesof
classesof particulars. The same process which one applies to
physics,one will also apply elsewhere.The application to physics
I explainedbriefly in my book on the Extrnal World, ChaptersIII
and IV.
I have talked so far about the unreality of the things we think
real. I want to speak with equal emphasisabout the reality of
ttrings we think unreal, such asphantoms and hallucinations. Phantoms and hallucinations, consideredin themselves,are, as I explained in the preceding lectures, on exactly .the same level as
ordinary sense-data.They differ from ordinary sense-dataonly
in the fact that they do not have the usual correlationswith other
things. In themselvesthey havethe samereality asordinary sensedata. They have the most complete and absolute and perfect
reality that anything can have.They are part of the ultimate constituents of the world, just as the fleeting sense-dataare. Speaking
of the fleetingsense-data,I think it is very important to removeout
of one's instincts any disposition to believe that the real is the
permanent. There has been a metaphysical,prejudice alwaysthat
if a thing is really real, it has to last either forever or for a fairly
decentlength of time. That is to my mind an entire mistake. The
things that are really real last a very short time. Again I am not
denying that there may be things that last forever,or for thousands
of years; I only say that those are not within our experience,and
that the real things that we know by experiencelast for a very
short time, one tenth or half a second, or whatever it mav be.
Phantomsand hallucinatidrnsare amongthose,amongthe ultimate
constituentsof the world. The things that we call real, like tables
and chairs, are systems,series of classes'ofparticulars, and the
particulars are the real things, the particulars being sense-data
when they happen to be given to you. A table or chair will be a
seriesof classesof particulars,and thereforea logicalfiction. Those
particulars will be on the same level of reality as a hallucination
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or a phantom. I ought to explain in what sensea chair is a series
of classes.A chair presentsat each moment a number of different
appear:rnces.All the appearancesthat it is presenting at a given
vary
moment makeup a certain class.All those setsof appearances
present
it,
it
will
a
smash
I
a
chair
and
from time to time. If take
what
it
did
before,
and
from
whole set of different appearances
without going as far as that, it will alwaysbe changingas the light
changes,and so on. So you get a seriesin time of different setsof
appearances,and that is what I mean by saying that a chair is a
series of classes.That explanation is too crude, but I leave out
the niceties,as that is not the actual topic I am dealing with. Now
each single particular which is part of this whole systemis linked
up with the others in the system. Supposing, e.9., I take as my
particular the appearancewhich that chair is presenting to me at
this moment. That is linked up first of all with the appearance
which the samechair is presenting to any one of you at the same
moment, and with the appearancewhich it is going to Presentto
me at later moments.There you get at once two journeys that you
can take away from that particular, and that particular will be
correlatedin certain definite ways with the other Particularswhich
also belong to that chair. That is what you mean by saying---or
what you ought to mean by saying-that what I seebefore me is a
real thing asopposedto a phantom. It meansthat it hasa whole set
of correlations of different kinds. It means that that particular,
which is the appearanceof the chair to me at this moment, is not
isolated but is connectedin a certain well-known familiar faehion
with others, in the sort of way that makesit answerone's expectations. And so, when you go and buy a chair, you buy not only the
appearancewhich it presents to you at that moment, but aleo
those other appearancesthat it is going to Present when it gets
home. If it were a phantom chair, it would not presentany aPPearanceswhen it got home, and would not be the sort of thing you
would want to buy. The sort one calls real is one of a whole correlated system, whereasthe sort you call hallucinations are not.
The respectableparticulars in the world are all of them linked up
with other particulars in respectable,conventional ways. 'I'hcn
sometimesyou get a wild particular, like a merely visual chair that
you cannot sit on, and say it is a phantom, a hallucination, you
exhaust all the vocabulary of abuse upon it. That is whst one
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meansby calling it unreal,because'unreal' appliedin that way is
a term of abuseand never would be applied to a thing that was
unreal becauseyou would not be so angry with it.
I will passon to someother illustrations.Take a person.What
is it that makesyou say, when you meet your friend Jones,'Why,
this is Jones'?It is clearly not the persistenceof a metaphysical
entity inside Jones somewhere,becauseeven if there be such an
entity, it certainly is not what you seewhen you seeJonescoming
alongthe street;it certainlyis somethingthat you arenot acquainted with, not an empirical datum. Therefore plainly there is something in the empirical appearances
which he presentsto you, something in their relationsone to another,which enablesyou to collect
all these together and say, 'These are what I call the appearances
of one person', and that something that makesyou collect them
together is not the persistenceof a metaphysicalsubject, because
that, whetherthere be such a persistentsubjector not, is certainly
not a datum, and that which makesyou say 'Why, it is Jones'is a
datum. Therefore ]ones is not constituted ashe is known by a sort
of pin-point ego that is underlyinghis appearances,
and you have
got to find somecorrelationsamong the appearances
which are of
the sort that make you put all those appearances
together and say,
they are the appearancesof one person. Those are different when
it is other people and when it is yourself. When it is yourself, you
have more to go by. You have not only what you look like, you
have also your thoughts and memoriesand all your organic sensations, so that you have a much richer material and are therefore
much lesslikely to be mistaken as to your own identity than as to
someone else's.It happens,of course,that there are mistakeseven
as to one's own identity, in casesof multiple personalityand so
forth, but as a rule you will know that it is you becauseyou have
more to go by than other people have, and you would know it is
you, not by a consciousnessof the ego at all but by all sorts of
things, by memory, by the way you feel and the way you look and
a host of things. But all those are empirical data, and those enable
you to saythat the personto whom somethinghappenedyesterday
was yourself. So you can collect a whole set of experiencesinto
one string as all belonging to you, and similarly other people's
experiencescan be collectedtogether as all belonging to them by
relationsthat actually are observableand without assumingthe
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existenceof the persistent ego. It does not matter in the least to
what we are concernedwith, what exactly is the given empirical
relation between two experiencesthat makes us say, 'These are
two experiencesof the sameperson'. It does not matter precisely
what that relation is, becausethe logical formula for the construction of the person is the samewhatever that relation may be, and
becausethe mere fact that you can know that two experiences
belong to the sameperson proves that there is such an empirical
relation to be ascertainedby analysis.Let us call the relation R.
We shall say that when two experienceshave to each other the
relation R, then they are said to be experiencesof the sameperson.
That is a definition of what I mean by 'experiencesof the same
person'. We proceed here just in the same way as when we are
defining numbers. We first define what is meant by saying that
two classes'have the samenumber', and then define what a number is. The person who has a given experiencer will be the class
of all those experienceswhich are 'experiencesof the sameperson'
as the one who experiencesr. You can say that two eventsare copersonalwhen there is betweenthem a certain relation R, namely
that relation which makesus say that they are experiencesof the
sameperson.You can define the person who has a certain experience as being those experiencesthat are co-personal with that
experience,and it will be better perhapsto take them as a series
than as a class,becauseyou want to know which is the beginning
of a man's life and which is the end. Therefore we shall say that a
person is a certain seriesof experiences.We shall not deny that
there may be a metaphysicalego. We shall merely say that it is a
question that doesnot concernus in any way, becauseit is a matter
about which we know nothing and can know nothing, and therefore it obviously cannot be a thing that comesinto sciencein any
way. What we know is this string of experiencesthat makesup a
person, and that is put together by means of certain empirically
given relations, such, e.g., as memory.
I will take another illustration, a kind of problem that our
method is useful in helping to deal with. You all know the American theory of neutral monism, which derives really from William
Jamesand is also suggestedin the work of Mach, but in a rather
lessdevelopedform. The theory of neutral monism maintains that
the distinction betweenthe mental and the physical is entirely an
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affair of arrangement,that the actual material arrangedis exactly
the samein the caseof the mental asit is in the caseof the physical,
but they differ merely in the fact that when you take a thing as
belonging in the same context with certain other things, it will
belong to psycholog]',while when you take it in a certain other
context with other things, it will belong to physics,and the differenceis as to what you considerto be its context,just the samesort
of differenceas there is between arranging the people in London
alphabeticallyor geographically.So, accordingto William James,
the actual material of the world can be arrangedin two different
ways, one of which gives you physics and the other psychology.
It is just like rows or columns: in an arrangementof rows and
columns, you can take an item as either a member of a certain row
or a member of a certain column; the item is the samein the two
cases,but its context is different.
If you will allow me a little undue simplicity I can go on to say
rather more about neutral monism, but you must understandthat
I am talking more simply than I ought to do becausethere is not
time to put in all the shadingsand qualifications. I was talking a
moment ago about the appearancesthat a chair presents.If we
take any one of thesechairs, we can all look at it, and it presentsa
different appearanceto each of us. Taken all together, taking all
the different appearancesthat that chair is presentingto all of us
at this moment, you get something that belongs to physics. So
that, if one takessense-dataand arrangestogether all those sensedatathat appearto different peopleat a given moment and are such
as we should ordinarily say are appearancesof the samephysical
object, then that classof sense-datawill give you somethingthat
belongsto physics,namely,the chair at this moment. On the other
hand, if in'steadof taking all the appearancesthat that chair presentsto all of us at thi'smoment, I take all the appearances
that the
different chairs in this room present to me at this moment, I get
quite another group of particulars. All the different appearances
that different chairs present to me now will give you something
belongingto psychology,becausethat will give you my experiences
at the present moment. Broadly speaking,according to what one
may take as an expansionof William James,that should be the
definition of the differencebetweenphysics and psychology.
We commonly assumethat there is a phenomenonwhich we call
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seeingthe chair, but what I call my seeingthe chair according to
neutral monism is merely the existenceof a certain particular,
namelythe particular which is the sense-datumof that chair at that
moment. And I and the chair are both logical fictions, both being
in fact a seriesof classesof particulars, of which one will be that
particular which we call my seeingthe chair. That actual appearancethat the chair is presentingto me now is a member of me and
a member of the chair, I and the chair being logical fictions. That
will be at any rate a view that you can considerif you are engaged
in vindicating neutral monism. There is no simple entity that you
can point to and say: this entity is physical and not mental. According to William Jamesand neutral monists that will not be the
casewith any simple entity that you may take. Any such entity will
be a member of physical series and a membei of mental series.
Now I want to say that if you wish to test such a theory as that of
neutral monism, if you wish to discoverwhether it is true or false,
you cannot hope to get any distance with your problem unless
you have at your fingers' ends the theory of logic that I have been
talking of. You never can tell otherwise what can be done with a
given material, whether you can concoct out of a given material
the sort of logical fictions that will have the properties you want
in psychologyand in physics. That sort of thing is by no means
easyto decide. You can only decide it if you really have a very
considerabletechnical facility in these matters. Having said that,
I ought to proceed to tell you that I have discovered whether
neutral monism is true or not, becauseotherwise you may not
believethat logic is any use in the matter. But I do not professto
know whether it is true or not. I feel more and more inclined to
think that it may be true. I feel more and more that the difficulties
that occur in regard to it are all of the sort that may be solved by
ingenuity. But neverthelessthere are a number of difficulties;
there are a number of problems, some of which I have spoken
about in the courseof theselectures.One is the question of belief
and the other sorts of facts involving two verbs. If there are such
facts as this, that, I think, may make neutral monism rather difficult, but as I was pointing out, there is the theory that one calls
behaviourism,which belongs logically with neutral monism, and
that theory would altogether dispensewith those facts containing
two verbs, and would therefore disposeof that argument against
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neutral monism. There is, on the other hand, the argument from
emphatic particulars, such as 'this' and 'now' and'here' and such
words as that, which are not very easyto reconcile,to my mind,
with the view which doesnot distinguish betweena particular and
experiencing that particular. But the argument about emphatic
particulars is so delicateand so subtle that I cannot feel quite sure
whether it is a valid one or not, and I think the longer one pursues
philosophy, the more consciousone becomeshow extremely often
one has been taken in by fallacies,and the lesswilling one is to be
quite sure that an argument is valid if there is anything about it
that is at all subtle or elusive,at all difficult to grasp. That makes
me a little cautious and doubtful about all these arguments, and
therefore dthough I am quite sure that the question of the truth
or falsehoodof neutral monism is not to be solvedexceptby these
means,yet I do not profess to know whether neutral monism is
true or is not. I am not without hopesof finding out in the course
of time, but I do not professto know yet.
As I said earlier in this lecture, one thing that our techinique
does,is to give us a meansof constructinga given body of symbolic
propositions with the minimum of apparatus,and every diminution in apparatusdiminishes the risk of error. Suppose,e.g., that
you have constructed your physics with a certain number of
entities and a certain number of premises; supposeyou discover
that by a little ingenuity you can dispensewith half of those entities and half of those premises,you clearly have diminished the
risk of error, becauseif you had before ro entitiesand ro premisses,
then the 5 you have now would be all right, but it is not true conversely that if the 5 you have now are all right, the ro must have
been. Therefore you diminish the risk of error with every diminution of entities and premisses.When I spoke about the desk and
said I was not going to assumethe existenceof a persistent substanceunderlying its appearances,it is an exampleof the casein
point. You have anyhow the successiveappearances,and if you
can get on without assumingthe metaphysicaland constantdesk,
you have a smaller risk of error than you had before. You would
not necessarilyhave a smaller risk of error if you were tied down
to denykg the metaphysicaldesk.That is the advantageof Occam's
Razor,that it diminishesyour risk of error. Consideredin that way
you may say that the whole of our problem belongs rather to

science than to philosophy. I think perhaps that is true, but I
believethe only differencebetweenscienceand philosophy is, that
scienceis what you more or lessknow and philosophy is what you
do not know. Philosophy is that part of sciencewhich at present
people chooseto have opinions about, but which they have no
knowledge about. Therefbre every advance in knowledge robs
philosophy of some problems which formerly it had, and if there
is any truth, if there is any value in the kind of procedureof mathematical logic, it will follow that a number of problems which had
belonged to philosophy will have ceasedto belong to philosophy
and will belongto science.And of coursethe moment they become
soluble,they becometo a large classof philosophicalminds uninteresting,becauseto many of the peoplewho like philosophy,
the charm of it consistsin the speculativefreedom, in the fact that
you can play with hypotheses.You can think out this or that which
may be true, which is a very valuable exerciseuntil you discover
what ls true; but when you discoverwhat is true the whole fruitful
play of fancy in that region is curtailed, and you will abandonthat
region and passon. Just as there are families in America who from
the time of the Pilgrim Fathers onward had alwaysmigrated westward, toward the backwoods,becausethey did not like civilized
life, so the philosopherhas an adventurousdispositionand likes
to dwell in the region where there are still uncertainties.It is true
that the transferring of a region from philosophy into ecicncewill
make it distasteful to a very important and useful type of mind.
I think that is true of a good deal of the applications of mathematical logic in the directionsthat I havebeen indicating. It makee
it dry, precise, methodical, and in that way robs it of a certain
quality that it had when you could play with it more freely. I do
not feel that it is my place to apologizefor that, becauseif it is
true, it is true. If it is not true, of course,I do oweyou an apology;
but if it is, it is not my fault, and therefore I do not feel I owe any
apology for any sort of dryness or dulness in the world. I would
say this too, that for those who have any t:lste for mathematics,
for those who like symbolic constructions,that sort of world is a
very delightful one, and if you do not find it otherwise attractivc,
all that is necessaryto do is to acquire a taste for mathematics,
and then you will have a very agreeableworld, and with that conclusion I will bring this courseof lecturesto an end.
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